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Summary
This paper discusses impacts of climate change on the ecology of avian influenza viruses (AI viruses), which presumably co-evolved with migratory water birds, with virus also persisting outside the host in subarctic water bodies. Climate change would almost certainly alter bird migration, influence the AI virus transmission cycle and directly affect virus survival outside the host. The joint, net effects of these changes are rather unpredictable, but it is likely that AI virus circulation in water bird populations will continue with endless adaptation and evolution. In domestic poultry, too little is known about the direct effect of environmental factors on highly pathogenic avian influenza transmission and persistence to allow inference about the possible effect of climate change. However, possible indirect links through changes in the distribution of duck-crop farming are discussed.
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Introduction
Highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5N1 forms a spectacular example of an emerging disease (6), with a rapid rise in incidence and marked geographic expansion. At the end of 2003 and early in 2004 there was a subcontinental-scale epizootic wave that swept across south-eastern Asia. Subsequently, the area was hit by a panzootic wave that started in 2005, which had a major impact not only on the livelihood of the affected rural populations, but also on national economies, thus disrupting the international trade of live poultry and poultry products. In Southeast Asia alone, it was estimated that in 2005 and 2006 HPAI H5N1 virus outbreaks caused the death of 140 million domestic birds, with total economic losses estimated to amount to US$10 billion (12). More importantly still, the poultry disease has a major human health dimension. By April 2008, HPAI H5N1 virus had infected humans in 14 countries, resulting in the death of over 241 people out of 382 cases (32). Scientists generally agree that widespread circulation of avian influenza viruses increases the chances of the virus evolving into a form that could pass between humans and trigger a human influenza pandemic of unknown magnitude (11, 31). The probability of such an event taking place is difficult to ascertain. However, the potential impact of such a deadly human-adapted avian influenza virus is considered so great that HPAI H5N1 viruses circulating in poultry continue to attract worldwide attention from the public and the media, including in countries where the disease was quickly contained and had relatively little impact. In 2005 the HPAI H5N1 virus started spreading westward across Eurasia, both with wild birds and in poultry, triggering a major international sociopolitical discussion on how many anti-viral drugs or vaccines should be stockpiled as a precautionary measure. Since then, little has changed in terms of pandemic risk.
The virus is still circulating endemically in several countries and occasional human infections continue to be reported.

The upsurge of HPAI H5N1 epizootic waves has been linked to changes in agricultural practices, intensification of the poultry sector, and globalisation of trade in live poultry and poultry products (27). The links between climate change and avian influenza (AI) are as yet mostly unexplored. For example, a search in the ISI Web of Science on ‘climate change’ yields 33,285 records and a search on ‘avian influenza’ yields 2,646, but a search for records containing both expressions yields only 4 results, with only one reference discussing the question explicitly, and concluding that the evolution of the disease was not directly affected by climate change (7). However, given that avian influenza viruses circulate naturally in the form of a gene pool in wild water birds, particularly in migratory ducks, geese and swans, it is relevant to ask how climate change may affect the ecology and evolution of avian influenza viruses, both in wild avifauna and in poultry. This paper will address that question firstly in relation to AI viruses naturally present in wild bird populations, and secondly in relation to HPAI spread and persistence in domestic poultry.

Avian influenza in wild birds: the natural system

Wild water birds form the natural reservoir of all influenza A viruses. There is considerable genetic variability in terms of the different subtypes of AI viruses present in wild water bird populations, enhanced by continued re-assortment of the eight genetic segments present in the genome of the virion (for convenience, the virus subtypes are grouped by their hemagglutinin and neuraminidase viral antigens, HA and NA, respectively). The distribution of AI viruses among wild birds is uneven, as it is influenced by both bird species and eco-geography. The general pattern is that most AI virus isolations are recorded in wild water birds, in the orders Anseriformes (in particular in the family Anatidae: ducks, swans and geese) and Charadriiformes (shorebirds and waders) (20). However, the former harbours the highest diversity and prevalence of AI viruses. Within the Anseriform order, the Anatidae family, and in particular the Anatinae sub-family (10), has the highest prevalence and diversity of AI viruses. The mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos) is the foremost AI virus host among the dabbling duck species. Wild ducks presumably form an important source of virus spill-over to poultry.

The persistence of AI viruses in duck populations on a year-round basis relies on the annual recruitment of large numbers of juvenile ducklings providing immunologically naive hosts aiding viral replication, shedding and transmission. Also important for the sustenance of the transmission cycle is the survival of the virus outside the host, in water. Water facilitates faecal–oral transmission, enables survival of virus in the absence of hosts, and helps to redistribute viruses among different hosts. Redistribution is arguably the key to the sustained presence of AI viruses in water birds across the Holarctic. Pathogen avoidance is one of the evolutionary drivers of dispersal in host animal populations. With dispersal evolving into migration, AI viruses must have co-evolved with their host behaviour to accommodate the migration cycle. For example, AI viruses usually cause benign, subclinical infections in their migratory water bird hosts, and during their stay in the wintering sites the prevalence of infection is usually lower than 5% (16). A virus causing acute disease in water bird hosts would have less chance of being transmitted over long distances; low pathogenicity and yet sufficient ability to replicate is what we would expect from a virus that has adapted to bird migration. Given that AI viruses are naturally transmitted through the faecal–oral route it helps when viruses can survive for weeks or months in cold water, and for many years in ice bodies. AI viruses were isolated from ice in lakes in Siberia at a time when wild birds had already moved out of the region (33). Hence, virus persists outside the host in the subarctic breeding areas after the birds depart for their autumn migration and is still present when the birds return the following spring. The breeding season in subarctic Siberia is usually very brief, as migratory bird populations start migrating southward with their newborn juveniles to escape the first frosts, already arriving in pre-migration staging areas from mid-summer onward. In these staging areas, which are not far south of the breeding areas, highly concentrated numbers of water birds of several different species are brought together from different breeding sites in Siberia. The birds remain in these areas for about a month, during which time the juvenile birds gain strength whilst adults undergo wing moult to prepare for the long-distance autumn migration. Hence, birds during staging are not only present at peak densities, they are mostly flightless, and also heterogeneous in terms of bird species, breeding localities and, presumably, AI viruses. The peaks observed in the prevalence of AI in samples from birds in these pre-migration concentrations suggest that these conditions support maximal transmissions across wild water birds (16). This results in the redistribution of AI viruses belonging to different migration flyways. In summary, the existence of a highly diverse pool of rather benign AI viruses that are transmitted by the faecal–water–oral route and that survive well in cold and frozen water is not surprising given the behaviour of migratory water birds.

There are also ample variations in migratory behaviour among Anatidae species, even within populations. In
general terms, the proportion of migratory species and the extent of migratory behaviour depend on the climatic conditions. In areas with harsh, cold climates most bird species migrate during the autumn to escape the frost. Areas further southwards, with higher temperatures or even subtropical climates, show a proportionally higher number of resident bird species. This translates into a range of different migratory behaviour patterns of Anatidae (25). Some species are completely migratory, with distinct winter and summer habitats and rather long-distance migration. Others are mostly sedentary species that occur at similar latitudes and move across comparatively short distances, in accordance with local feed availability and/or climatic variability. An intermediate situation is represented by partially migratory species, with a fraction of the population resident year-round at intermediate latitudes and the remainder of the population migrating along a north–south axis (e.g. the mallard Anas platyrhynchos). Apart from interspecies variability each bird species or population displays marked plasticity in response to the within-season weather variability.

Climate change is reported to affect wild bird distribution in a variety of ways. Northward shifts in distributions have been reported in many species and have been attributed to climate change (3, 17, 22). Climate change is also considered to influence species composition, with increased diversity expected in northern latitudes. Declines in the number of species undertaking long-distance migrations have been observed in many instances (3, 23). The possible effect of climate change on the dates of spring migration has been extensively studied, and generally the results of these studies show that spring migration is taking place earlier. The effect of climate change on the timing of autumn migration appears to be species-specific and heterogeneous (4, 8, 15, 24). Changes in the populations of some species of waterfowl have also been observed, but have been difficult to link to climate change because of the confounding factor of losses of natural habitat, and population increases resulting from the more and more frequent use of agricultural food by some species groups such as geese (1, 2, 19). All these changes in population, distribution, and movement patterns can affect the redistribution of AI viruses among birds of different age classes, species and flyways. Furthermore, extreme climatic events may trigger abnormal population movements, as was apparently observed in January 2006 when mute swan populations fled a cold weather spell that hit the eastern Caspian Sea basin, presumably spreading HPAI H5N1 virus towards Western Europe.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the breeding and wintering areas of Anatidae (ducks, geese and swans) across the Western Palearctic, as derived from documented wild bird distributions. As shown, there is a very broad range of locations for summer breeding and a distinct concentration of locations for wintering, mainly comprising coastal areas of the North Sea and wetland shores of the Mediterranean Sea, Black Sea and Caspian Sea. These distributions apply in general terms (i.e. the main wetlands are static), but are highly dynamic at a finer scale. Local food availability, weather, hunting patterns,
Avian influenza and highly pathogenic avian influenza in domestic poultry

Highly pathogenic avian influenza is a poultry disease evolving from low pathogenicity AI virus circulating in wild birds and introduced in terrestrial poultry of sufficient flock size or density. Infection of wild birds by HPAI H5N1 viruses is the result of spill-back of HPAI virus from domestic to wild birds. The HPAI H5N1 panzootic is atypical in that wild birds have probably been involved in the spread of the disease (21). Some of the long-distance introductions were probably mediated by species such as wild ducks, which have been shown in laboratory conditions to be able to excrete large quantities of virus whilst showing few clinical signs of disease (18). However, whilst wild birds have been implicated in some virus introductions, there is also the consensus view that HPAI H5N1 spreads locally through human-related activities, including trade in poultry and poultry products. HPAI is a disease of domestic poultry, and spreads and persists within that system.

To date, little can possibly link climate change to the emergence of HPAI as a disease of global significance. Rather, several other factors can be cited. First, intensification of the poultry sector results in high densities of homogeneous poultry genotypes that create local conditions favoring the evolution of highly pathogenic strains. Second, globalisation of poultry markets, combined with illegal trade, mean that a highly pathogenic strain can now very quickly spread over considerable distances. Third, changes in agricultural practices have resulted in increasing pressure for agricultural land over natural wetlands and to higher contacts between wild and domestic avifauna (Fig. 2).

Very little is known about the direct impact of environmental factors on the transmission and persistence of HPAI viruses. One should recall that even in 2005, only a couple of references dating back to the early 1990s were reporting results on the persistence of AI viruses in water as a function of physical-chemical conditions (28), and were reporting that AI virus persistence was decreasing as a function of temperature (29). Several research projects have since been developed to address the issue of the persistence of HPAI viruses in various conditions, and results are now starting to be published (5). Up to 2005, the lower winter temperatures were repetitively cited as the main factor of seasonality in observed AI prevalence, because the higher virus persistence in cold water was thought to translate into a much higher chance of transmission. But if temperature appears to be a critical parameter of viral persistence in laboratory conditions, we

Climate change predictions show increases in average temperatures in areas near to the arctic, more so than for southern latitudes. Comparing Figure 1 in the current paper to Figures 4 and 5 of the paper by Stone in this volume (30), one observes that Anatidae breeding habitats are directly concerned, as these coincide with the areas in which the highest changes in temperature are predicted. Hence, climate change will directly affect the migration cycle of these birds. We lack, however, data and knowledge to be able to infer how these changes may influence the prevalence and diversity of AI viruses circulating in the wild water bird reservoir. AI viruses have co-evolved with migratory waterfowl over millions of years and have survived and withstood many eras of climatic turbulence. AI viruses in wild water birds distributed across the Palearctic and Nearctic are in relative evolutionary stasis.

Arguably, the indirect effects on poultry disease are even more important given that natural ecologies and farming landscapes cannot be fully separated. An increase in the proportion and number of birds over-wintering in the subarctic areas may result in very high densities of birds competing for the limited feed resources available. This could potentially enhance interspecies virus transmission, involve a larger spectrum of avian host species or alter the virus transmissibility, both to wild birds and domestic poultry. In the wintering areas, increasingly, wild waterfowl, geese in particular, are observed feeding on cultivated crops and in some countries have thus become a temporary crop pest (1, 19). This has been attributed by some to lack of feed resources in the natural habitat, but milder temperatures resulting in a higher proportion of resident populations could also amplify that pattern. Novel ecologies will emerge and the farming landscape will form an integral component of these dynamics (19). In addition, with water and ice bodies in the arctic areas containing concentrations of AI viruses (33), rises in temperature will change the conditions of virus survival, and with it virus ecology.

Predictions about how changes in viral persistence in the environment, together with the alterations in host migratory patterns, may affect the epidemiology of AI in general are close to crystal-ball gazing. However, with wild bird migration patterns and AI evolution being intertwined, and climate change acting on both wild bird behaviour and directly on virus survival outside the host, the seasonal and geographic patterns of the AI virus cycles in wild birds are very likely to change in the future. It should be remembered, however, that the associated avifauna-AI viruses have survived climate changes many times during their joint evolutionary history.
have learned from several HPAI local epizootics that it may not be such an important limiting factor in field conditions. Indonesia, where HPAI H5N1 virus persists endemically, has a constantly high temperature and humidity. HPAI H5N1 virus spread to several sub-Saharan African countries and persisted or re-occurred in countries with year-round high temperatures and a marked dry season. In Germany, HPAI H5N1 virus was reported twice, once in the middle of winter 2006, and once in mid-summer 2007. In addition to providing an equivocal view on the role of temperature in HPAI seasonality, these examples reflect the fact that we actually have little knowledge on the direct influence of environmental factors such as climate on AI epidemiology.

However, possible indirect impacts can be better documented (Fig. 2). Recent works have linked the persistence of HPAI H5N1 virus to areas with high densities of domestic ducks, which was found to be one of the main risk factors for the persistence of HPAI H5N1 virus in Thailand (13) and Vietnam (26), and similar results are expected in Indonesia. This may also apply to Africa, where there are indications that domestic ducks play a role in the persistence of HPAI in Egypt and Nigeria. An interesting feature of Asia is that ducks are traditionally kept in rice paddies, with ducklings feeding on left-over rice grains in post-harvested rice paddies. In some areas, ducklings are also released during the early stage of the rice growing cycle as an integrated control measure against the golden apple snail. With most of the rice cropping relating to the monsoon rains, duck production has become synchronised with the post-monsoon rice harvest, and most meat production takes place during the autumn and early winter months. In Southeast Asia, meat duck production typically peaks during the month of January, just prior to the Chinese New Year. Post-harvest rice feeding is also important for the production of duck eggs, but requires year-round availability of duck feed to maintain the egg production. Therefore, duck egg production is mostly confined to areas such as river deltas and plains, where the local hydrology and irrigation support rice crop cycles outside the monsoon rains (14). This type of farming system is frequent in Asia wherever there is sufficient water, such as in floodplains (e.g. Thailand), deltas (the Red River and the Mekong in Vietnam), or nearby wetlands (e.g. the Poyang Lake area, China), or even small ponds (e.g. Indonesia). Future studies are expected to show a similar link between duck populations, rice farming and the persistence of HPAI H5N1 virus in other Asian countries such as Bangladesh and Myanmar, where domestic ducks are thought to be an important driver of HPAI spread and persistence, and their seasonal and spatial distribution is closely intertwined with rice production. The most recent work of the authors also statistically demonstrated that rice cropping intensity was an even better predictor of HPAI H5N1 distribution in Thailand and Vietnam than duck censuses, probably because it better defines where duck populations circulate (Gilbert et al., unpublished). Therefore, changes in the distribution of rice cultivation resulting from climate changes, such as caused by more frequent droughts or floods, will indirectly change the distribution and abundance of the millions of ducks raised in association with these crops, and may have a critical impact on the distribution of HPAI persistence risk.

Ducks also form the link between the genetic pool of AI viruses (i.e. wild waterbirds) and terrestrial poultry, where most of HPAI spread takes place, resulting in high human exposure (Fig. 2). By changing the distribution, composition and abundance of wild duck populations, climate change will indirectly modify the interface between domestic and wild waterfowl, and with it the potential AI virus flow between aquatic and terrestrial poultry.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, it is thought that the biggest change in AI epidemiology resulting from climate change will be brought about by changes in the distribution, composition and migration behaviour of wild bird populations that harbor the genetic pool of AI viruses and in which natural AI transmission cycles take place. In contrast, HPAI, which remains largely confined to domestic poultry, has been spreading worldwide successfully in a very wide range of climatic conditions. Although the effect of the environment on HPAI transmission and persistence is as yet poorly understood, these observations support the idea that climate change will have very little effect on HPAI epidemiology. However, we may anticipate indirect effects,
mainly those occurring as a result of the influence of climate change on agro-ecosystems associating duck and crop production, and of changes in the distribution of domestic–wild waterfowl contact points.
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Le changement climatique et l’influenza aviaire
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Résumé

Les auteurs examinent les conséquences du changement climatique sur l’écologie des virus de l’influenza aviaire. Ces virus ont probablement évolué en même temps que les oiseaux aquatiques migrateurs ; ils ont également persisté en dehors de l’hôte dans des zones aquatiques subarctiques. Le changement climatique devrait provoquer des modifications dans les migrations des oiseaux et dans le cycle de transmission du virus de l’influenza aviaire, tout en affectant directement la capacité du virus à survivre ainsi que les environnements dans lesquels il peut persister en dehors de l’hôte. Si les effets nets et cumulés de ces changements sont difficiles à anticiper, on peut néanmoins penser que le virus de l’influenza aviaire continuera de circuler parmi les populations d’oiseaux aquatiques, avec des capacités infinies d’adaptation et d’évolution. L’influence directe que les facteurs environnementaux exercent sur la transmission et la persistance du virus de l’influenza aviaire hautement pathogène chez les volailles domestiques présente encore trop d’inconnues pour que l’on puisse avancer la moindre hypothèse quant aux effets possibles du changement climatique à cet égard. Les auteurs évoquent néanmoins des liens indirects probables, conséquences du changement de distribution des élevages de canards en zone céréalière.
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Cambio climático e influenza aviar
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Resumen

Los autores examinan la influencia del cambio climático en la ecología de los virus de la influenza avia (virus IA), que presumiblemente coevolucionaron con aves acuáticas migratorias. El virus también puede persistir en el medio externo, en masas de agua a temperaturas inferiores a las polares. Apenas quedan dudas de que el cambio climático alteraría la migración de las aves, afectaría al ciclo de transmisión de los virus IA e influiría directamente en la supervivencia del virus y el tipo de medios en los que éste podrá subsistir fuera del organismo anfitrión. Aunque resulta difícil predecir cuáles serán los efectos netos
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